A rule-based program will return a set of answers to each query. An impure program, which includes the Prolog cut \!" and \not( )" operators, can return di erent answers if its rules are re-ordered. There are also many reasoning systems that return only the rst answer found for each query; these rst answers, too, depend on the rule order, even in pure rule-based systems. A theory revision algorithm, seeking a revised rule-base whose expected accuracy, over the distribution of queries, is optimal, should therefore consider modifying the order of the rules. This paper rst shows that a polynomial number of training \labeled queries" (each a query paired with its correct answer) provides the distribution information necessary to identify the optimal ordering. It then proves, however, that the task of determining which ordering is optimal, once given this distributional information, is intractable even in trivial situations; e.g., even if each query is an atomic literal, we are seeking only a \perfect" theory, and the rule base is propositional. We also prove that this task is not even approximable: Unless P = NP, no polynomial time algorithm can produce an ordering of an n-rule theory whose accuracy is within n of optimal, for some > 0. We next prove similar hardness, and non-approximatability, results for the related tasks of determining, in these impure contexts, (1) the optimal ordering of the antecedents; (2) the optimal set of new rules to add; and (3) the optimal set of existing rules to delete.
Introduction
A knowledge-based system (e.g., an expert system, logic program or production system) will return incorrect answers if its underlying knowledge base (also known as its \theory") contains incorrect or mis-organized information. In some situations, we will be able to obtain the correct answers to the queries | e.g., these answers may be supplied by an human expert who was called when expert system returned an answer that was found to be incorrect (e.g., if the proposed repair does not correct a device's fault), or perhaps these answers are known by the programmer, debugging his code (see Subsection 1.1 below). Here, we would like to use these query/correct-answer pairs to produce a theory that is (more nearly) correct.
A typical \Inductive Logic Programming" (ILP) system would use only this set of correctly-answered queries to produce a new, more accurate theory. If the initial theory T 0 was already very accurate (which is typically the case when T 0 is part of a deployed system), the ILP algorithm would in e ect have to re-learn most of T 0 ; this seems very wasteful. Instead, it is often more e cient to correct T 0 . Theory revision is the process of using these correctly-answered queries to modify the given initial theory, to produce a new, more accurate theory.
Many implemented theory revision systems hill-climb in the space of theories, using as operators simple theory-to-theory transformations, such as adding or deleting a rule, or adding or deleting an antecedent within a rule. An alternative class of transformations rearrange the order of the rules, or of the antecedents. These transformations can e ectively modify the performance of any knowledge-based system written in a shell that uses operators corresponding to Prolog's cut \!" or \not( )", as well as any system that returns only the rst answer found; this class of shells includes TestBench 1 and other fault-hierarchy systems, prioritized default theories 6, 29] , most production systems 33, 20] , as well as Prolog 8] .
The goal of a theory revision process is to improve the accuracy of the reasoning system on its performance task of answering queries. Section 2 rst de nes this objective more precisely: as identifying the revision (i.e., \sequence of transformations") that produces a theory whose expected accuracy, over a given distribution of queries, is maximal. Section 3 then proves that a polynomial number of training samples (each a speci c query paired with its correct answer) is su cient to provide the information needed to identify a revision whose accuracy is arbitrarily close to optimal, with arbitrarily high probability. Section 4 then presents our main results, showing rst that this task is tractable if the initial theory is \syntactically close" to the optimal theory, but then that this task becomes intractable 2 in other trivial situations | e.g., even if each query is an atomic literal, we are only seeking a \perfect" ordering (which returns the correct answer to each given query), and the knowledge base is propositional and k-Horn. This also demonstrates the intractability of nding the smallest number of \individual re-orderings" required to produce a perfect ordering.
We next deal with the \agnostic" version of this task 32]: asking for the most accurate 1 TestBench is a trademark of Carnegie Group, Inc. 2 Throughout, we will assume that P 6 =NP 24] , which implies that any NP-hard problem is intractable. This also implies certain approximation claims, presented below. Also, we will de ne below the terms used in this section, including \syntactically close" and \k-Horn". reordering, in cases where perhaps no reordering will produce a perfect theory. We prove that the agnostic task is not even approximable; i.e., unless P = NP, no polynomial-time algorithm can identify an ordering of an n-rule theory whose accuracy is within n of optimal, for some > 0. (As this result applies to arbitrarily large theories, this means no polynomialtime algorithm can identify an ordering that is within any constant, or any logarithmic function, of optimal.) This section also proves similar hardness, and non-approximatability, results for the related tasks of determining the optimal ordering of the rule antecedents, and the optimal set of rules to add (resp., delete) in the impure case. The appendix provides complete proofs of the theorems, to augment the sketches that appear within the main text.
We rst close this introduction by rst mentioning two other obvious applications of this framework, and then describing related research, including the work in \Inductive Logic Programming" and \belief revision".
Other Uses of Theory Revision
Anytime ILP: As mentioned above, typical inductive logic programs build a logic program from scratch, based only on a set of training examples that exhibit the desired behavior of the program. Most such programs assume access to a su cient number of correct training examples to determine the appropriate logic program.
In some situations, however, one may need to produce and use a program before obtaining such resources. Here, one may want an \anytime" algorithm 4] that can, at any time, return an adequate program. (Of course, later programs, based on more samples, will usually be superior.) A na ve implementation for such a system would start from scratch each time a program is requested; Given m samples, it would run an ILP system to produce the program T m ; and later, when given k more samples, it would run this ILP system on (only) the m+k samples to produce the program T m+k . This is clearly wasteful, as the algorithm would be forced to re-learn the \correct parts" of the program each time. A better approach would use the additional k samples to improve the stored T m program.
Of course, this requires an algorithm that can take an initial program, together with a set of samples, and produce a superior program; notice theory revision systems are designed to do exactly this task.
Debugging Logic Programs: While we earlier worded our revision task as improving a deployed knowledge-based system, another obvious application is debugging code in general: Few people are able to directly write perfect code; instead, most write code that seems about right, and then \try it out" on some test cases, whose behavior they wish to match. That is exactly the task being considered here.
Our results specify how many test cases should be used, for each of the classes of modications being considered; they also show that this task is (trivially) feasible if the current program has only a few bugs. We then prove the underlying task is extremely di cult if the original program is very buggy, by proving that no theory reviser (be it a computer program, or a human programmer) can e ciently nd even a near-optimal revision in such situations. (Indeed, here it may seem better to simply throw out the original program and start afresh; but see the negative results from Inductive Logic Programming 10, 11].)
As speci c evidence that people who write logic programs often use such debugging techniques, please note that this is an essential step in building rule-based systems, where it has been shown to work e ectively; cf., texts on Knowledge Acquisition 41].
Related Research
A theory revision process \learns from examples", as it uses \labeled samples" (here, correctlylabeled queries) to produce an accurate theory 15]. As the resulting \concept" is a logic program, such processes ts within the sub-topic of \Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)" 39]. Most ILP systems, however, consider only adding new information to an initial (often empty) starting theory; by contrast, theory revision systems consider other ways of modifying an existing, not-necessarily-empty initial theory, often including rule-or antecedent-deletion.
There are many implemented theory revision systems, including Audrey 44], Fonte 38], Either 40] and Delta 34] . Most of these system deal (in essence) with the \pure" Horn clause framework, seeking all answers to each query; they therefore do not consider the particular class of transformations described in this paper. The Delta system is an exception, as it does reorder the rules. The empirical results discussed in 34] show that such transformations can be used e ectively.
There are a variety of related complexity results. (1) The companion paper 28, 27] analyses the classes of transformations used by those other systems: adding or deleting either a rule or an antecedent within a rule, in the standard pure context. Among other results, it proves that the task of nding the optimal set of new rules to add (resp., existing rules to delete) is intractable, but can be approximated to within a factor of 2, in the pure context.
(2) Valtorta and Ling 36, 37] also considers the computational complexity of modifying a theory. Those papers, however, deal with a di erent type of modi cations: viz., adjusting the numeric \weights" within a given network (e.g., altering the certainty factors associated with the rules), but not changing the structure by arranging rules or antecedents. (3) Wilkins and Ma 43] show the intractability of determining the best set of rules to delete in the context of such weighted rules, where a conclusion is believed if a speci ed function of the weights of the supporting rules exceeds a threshold. Our results show that this \optimal deletion" task is not just intractable, but is in fact, non-approximatable, even in the propositional case, when all rules have unit weight and a single successful rule is su cient to establish a conclusion. (4) There are a number of results on the complexity of (PAC-)learning logic programs from scratch (i.e., of the ILP task); cf., 10, 9, 11, 18] . We outlined above how our framework is di erent. Note also that we focus on Horn theories that are syntactically close to an initial theory; by contrast, most ILP systems can return any Horn theory. (Although by construction, they tend to return theories which are syntactically close to the empty theory | i.e., small programs.) Bergadano et al. 3] also considers the challenges of learning impure logic programs (which can include the Prolog cut \!" and \not( )" operators), noting that it can be more di cult than learning pure programs. Our paper gives additional teeth to this claim, by showing speci c tasks (viz., learning the best set of rules to add or to delete) that can be trivially approximated in the context of pure programs, but which are not approximatable for impure programs | see Theorems 8 and 9 below. This paper has some super cial similarities with 26], as both articles consider the complexity of (in essence) nding the best ordering of a set of rules. However, while 26] deals with the e ciency of nding any answer to a given query, this paper deals with the accuracy of the particular answer returned.
In some situations, there may be no rearrangement of the clauses that is \perfect"; i.e., which entails all the positively-labeled queries, and none of the negatively-labeled queries. Here, we seek the \optimal arrangement" (i.e., with the highest accuracy); this corresponds exactly to the \agnostic learning" model. Kearns, Schapire and Sellie 32] also show that a particular agnostic learning task is intractable. Our results di er by dealing with a di erent class of \samples" (arbitrary queries, not bit vectors), and by having a di erent class of hypotheses (predicate calculus Horn theories, rather than propositional conjunctions). More signi cantly, we present situations where the computational task is not just intractable, but is not even approximatable.
Like theory revision systems, belief revision systems 1, 13, 23, 31] also modify a given theory to incorporate some new observations about the world. Such formalisms take as input an initial theory T 0 and a new assertion hq; +i, (resp., new retraction hr; ?i) and return a new (consistent) theory T 0 that entails q (resp., does not entail r) but otherwise is \close" to T 0 13]. Most belief revision frameworks provide an axiomatic description of the preferred revision, which explicitly prefers a theory that is \semantically close" to the initial theory, and which does/does-not entail a single new proposition 13]. In general, the resulting revised theory will not depend on the syntactic structure of the initial theory | i.e., if T 1 T 2 , then the theory obtained by revising T 1 with the assertion hq; +i is equivalent to the theory obtained by revising T 2 with hq; +i.
Belief revision systems typically use only a single labeled query to modify an initial theory T 0 , seeking a theory close to T 0 which correctly does/does-not entail that query. 3 By contrast, theory revision uses a set of labeled queries when modifying T 0 , searching within the space of theories that are syntactically close to T 0 for a theory with optimal accuracy with respect to those queries. Notice a theory revision system (1) does not require that the revised theory be correct for any speci c labeled query, and (2) may produce di erent theories from semantically equivalent initial theories (as it may search di erent spaces of theories). As a nal distinction, we show that the theory revision task is di cult even if both initial and nal theories (as well as the queries) are propositional and k-Horn; by contrast, many belief revision frameworks deal with arbitrary predicate-calculus formulae. (Of course, the standard belief revision tasks | e.g., the \counterfactual problem" | are complete for higher levels in polynomial-time hierarchy 19].) 2 Framework Section 2.1 rst describes our task within the context of propositional Prolog programs. Section 2.2 then extends this description to predicate calculus, and Section 2.3 presents several further generalizations of our framework.
Propositional Horn Theories
We de ne a \theory" as an ordered list of Horn clauses (also known as \rules"), where each clause includes at most one positive literal (the \head") and an ordered list of zero or more literal antecedents (the \body"), all over a nite language. Such a theory is \k-Horn" if each of its clauses contain at most k literals. A theory is \impure" if it includes any rule whose antecedents use either the Prolog cut \!" or negation-as-failure \not( )" operator. See Clocksin&Mellish 8] for a description of how Prolog answers queries in general, and in particular, how it uses these operators. The two most relevant points, here, are that Prolog processes a theory's rules, and each rule's antecedents, in a particular order; and on reaching a cut antecedent within a rule, Prolog will not consider any of the other rules whose heads unify with the current subgoal.
As a trivial example, consider the theory
Given the query \q", Prolog rst nds the rules whose respective heads unify with this goal (which are the rst two rules in Equation 1), and processes them in the top-to-bottom order shown. On reaching the \!" antecedent in the \q :-!, fail." rule, Prolog will commit to this rule, meaning it will now not consider the subsequent atomic rule \q.". Prolog will then try to prove the \fail" subgoal, which will fail as T 1 contains no rules whose head uni es with this subgoal. This causes the top-level \q" query to fail as well. Now consider the \r" query, and notice that it will succeed here as \q" had failed. In general, not( ) succeeds whenever its argument fails, and fails whenever succeeds. Now let T 2 be the theory that di ers from T 1 only be exchanging the order of the rst two clauses; i.e.,
q. q :-!, fail. r :-not( q ).
> = > ;
: (2) Here, theuery will succeed, and so the r query will fail.
Borrowing from 35, 17] , we also view a theory T as a function that maps each query to its proposed answer; hence, T: Q 7 ! A, where Q is a (possibly in nite) set of queries, and A = f Yes; No g is the set of possible answers. Hence, given the T 1 and T 2 theories de ned above, T 1 (q) = No, T 1 (r) = Yes, and T 2 (q) = Yes, T 2 (r) = No.
For now, we will assume that there is a single correct answer to each question, and represent it using the real-world oracle O : Q 7 ! A. Here, perhaps, O( q ) = No, meaning that \q" should not hold.
Our goal is to nd a theory that is as close to O( ) as possible. To quantify this, we rst de ne the \accuracy function" a( ; ) where a(T; ) is the accuracy of the answer that the theory T returns for the query (implicitly with respect to the oracle O):
Hence, a(T 1 ; \q") = 1 as T 1 provides the correct answer O( q ) = No, while a(T 2 ; \q") = 0 as T 2 returns the wrong answer. This a(T; ) function measures T's accuracy for a single query. In general, our theories must deal with a range of queries. We model this using a stationary probability function Pr : Q 7 ! 0; 1], where Pr( ) is the probability that the query will be posed. 4 Given this distribution, we can compute the \expected accuracy" of a theory T:
Pr( ) a(T; ) :
We will consider various sets of possible theories, (T) = fT i g, where each such (T) contains the set of theories formed by applying various transformations to a given theory T;
for example, Ord?Rules (T) contains the n! theories formed by rearranging the clauses in the n-clause theory T = h' i i n i=1 . Our task is to identify the theory T opt 2 (T ) whose expected accuracy is maximal; 5 i.e.,
T 0 2 (T): A( T opt ) A( T 0 ) :
(3)
There are two challenges to nding such optimal theories. The rst is based on the observation that the expected accuracy of a theory depends on the distribution of queries, which means di erent theories will be optimal for di erent distributions. While this distribution is not known initially, it can be estimated by observing a set of samples (each a query/answer pair), drawn from that distribution. Section 3 below discusses the number of samples required to obtain the information needed to identify a good T 2 (T), with high probability.
We are then left with the challenge of computing the best theory, once given these samples. Section 4 addresses the computational complexity of this process, showing that the task is not just intractable, but it is not even approximatable | i.e., no e cient algorithm can even nd a theory whose expected accuracy is even close (in a sense de ned below) to the optimal value.
Predicate Calculus
To handle predicate calculus expressions, we must consider answers of the form Yes fX i =v i g], where the expression within the brackets is a binding list of the free variables, corresponding to the rst answer found to the query. 6 For example, given the theory T pc = ( tall(john). rich(fred). rich(john). eligible(X) :-rich(X), tall(X). ) (where the ordering is the obvious left-to-right, top-to-bottom traversal of these clauses), the query tall(Y) will return
the query rich(Z) will return the answer T pc (rich(Z)) = Yes Z =fred] (recall the system returns only the rst answer it nds); and T pc (eligible(A)) = Yes A=john] (here the system had to backtrack).
As a second example, we will later use the theory:
. or2(0, 0, 0). or2(0, 1, 1). or2(1, 0, 1). or2(1, 1, 1).
> = > ;
(4) Here the query aORb(Z) will return the answer T ab (aORb(Z)) = Yes Z =0] as a(0) comes before a(1), and b(0) comes before b(1). Notice a theory that inverts the order of either of these would instead return, as its rst answer, Yes Z =1].
Extensions
All of the theorems in this paper will hold even if we use a stochastic real-world oracle, encoded as O 0 : Q A 7 ! 0; 1], where the correct answer to the query q is a with probability O 0 (q; a). (Notice here that a(T; q) = O 0 (q; T(q)).) Our deterministic oracle is a special case of this, where O 0 (q; a q ) = 1 for a single a q 2 A and O 0 (q; a) = 0 for all a 6 = a q .
There are obvious ways of extending our analysis to allow a more comprehensive accuracy function a(T; ) that could apply di erent rewards and penalties for di erent queries (e.g., to permit di erent penalties for incorrectly identifying the location of a salt-shaker, versus the location of a stalking tiger). We also contrast the task of nding the rst answer with nding all answers; clearly we can also consider the task of nding the rst two answers, or in general, of seeking the rst k answers to a query. As these extensions lead to strictly more general situations, our underlying task (of identifying the optimal theory) remains as di cult; e.g., it remains computationally intractable, and non-approximatable, in general.
Sample Complexity
This short section considers how many training samples are required to obtain the information needed to identify a good T 2 (T) with high probability, as a function of the space of theories (T) being considered.
As mentioned above, a \training sample" S = fh i ; O( i )ig is a ( nite) multiset of speci c \labeled queries", each of which is a query paired with its correct answer. Given such a training sample, we de ne the \empirical accuracy" of a theory T, written A S ( T),
Notice A S ( T) 2 0; 1]; moreover, the Law of Large Numbers guarantees that this quantity will approach T's true accuracy A( T ) as the sample size grows large (with probability 1). Many standard statistical tools bound the probability that A S ( T ) will be far from A( T), as a function of sample size. We can use such a tool to derive 7]:
Theorem 1 (from 42, Theorem 6.2]) Given a class of theories = (T) and constants ; > 0, let T 2 be the theory with the largest empirical accuracy after M upper ( ; ; ) = & 2 2 ln j j !' samples (each a labeled query), drawn from the stationary distribution, Pr( ). Then, with probability at least 1 ? , the expected accuracy of T will be within of the optimal theory in ; i.e., using the T opt from Equation 3, Pr A( T ) A( T opt ) ? ] 1 ? . This means a polynomial number of samples is su cient to identify a 1 ? -good theory from with probability at least 1 ? , whenever ln(j j) is polynomial in the relevant parameters. Notice this is true for = Ord?Rules (T): Using Stirling's Formula, ln(j Ord?Rules (T)j) = O(n ln(n)), which is polynomial in the size of the initial theory n = jTj. We will see that (a variant of) this \ln(j j) = poly(jTj)" claim is true for essentially every class of theories considered in this paper. T = a theory; i.e., a set of (possibly impure) Horn clauses Functions mapping a theory T to set of theories (T) Ord?Rules (T) = set of theories formed by re-ordering clauses of theory T Ord?Antes (T) = set of theories formed by re-ordering antecedents of T's clauses Add?Rules (T) = set of theories formed by adding new clauses to T Del?Rules (T) = set of theories formed by deleting existing clauses from T For any that maps a theory to a set of theories: K (T) = set of theories formed by applying sequences of at-most-K -modi cations Note K = K(jTj) may be a function of the size of the initial theory T Decision Problem, for any = that maps a theory to a set of theories:
DP( ) = Decision problem de ned in De nition 1 DP Perf ( ) = DP( ) with p = 1 Gen'l: DP Opt ( ) allows arbitrary p DP Pur ( ) = DP( ) with pure theories Gen'l: DP Imp ( ) allows impure theories DP Prop ( ) = DP( ) with propositional theories Gen'l: DP PC1 ( ) allows predicate calculus, seeking only the rst answer Gen'l: DP PC?All ( ) allows predicate calculus, seeking all answers Optimization Problem, for any = that maps a theory to a set of theories:
MAX ( ) = maximization problem, with \constraints" f Perf; Pur; Prop; : : : g (see above) 
Computational Complexity
Our basic challenge is to produce a theory T opt whose accuracy is as large as possible.
As mentioned above, the rst step is to obtain enough labeled samples to guarantee, with high probability, that the true expected accuracy of the theory whose empirical accuracy is largest, T , will be within of this T opt 's. This section discusses the computational challenge of determining this T , given these samples. It considers four di erent classes of theories:
Ord?Rules (T) (resp., Ord?Antes (T), Add?Rules (T) and Del?Rules (T)) is the set of theories formed by re-ordering the clauses of a given initial theory T (resp., re-ordering the antecedents of T's clauses, adding new clauses to T, and deleting existing clauses from T). Notice each 2 f Ord?Rules ; Ord?Antes ; Add?Rules ; Del?Rules g is a function mapping a theory to a set of theories. These terms, as well as our other notation, is summarized in Table 1 .
To state our task formally: For any theory{to{set-of-theories mapping , Notice we are simplifying our notation by writing A( T 0 ) for the approximation A S ( T 0 ) based on the training sample S. We will also consider the following special cases: DP Perf ( ) requires that p = 1, i.e., seeking perfect theories; rather than \optimal" theories DP Opt ( ); DP Pur ( ) consider only pure theories, i.e., without \!" and \not( )"; rather than impure DP Imp ( ) and DP Prop ( ) deals with propositional logic, rather than predicate calculus, DP PC1 ( ). The \1" in the \PC1" subscript is used to emphasize the fact that we are only seeking the rst solution found; notice this corresponds to asking an impure query of the form \foo(X, Y), !.". (As propositional systems can only return at most one solution, this restriction is not meaningful in the propositional case.) We will later consider DP PC?All ( ), which seeks all answers to each query. We will combine subscripts, with the obvious meanings; hence in general we will write DP A;B;C ( y ) where A 2 fPerf; Optg, B 2 fPur; Impg, and C 2 fProp; PC1; PC-Allg. Most of our results deal with either the fA; Imp; Propg, or the fA; Pur; PC1g, context. When DP ( ) is a special case of DP ( ), nding that DP ( ) is hard/non-approximatable immediately implies that DP ( ) is hard/non-approximatable. Finally, each of the classes mentioned above allows an arbitrary number of modi cations to the initial theory; e.g., the set Del?Rules (T) includes the theories formed by deleting any number of clauses, including the empty theory formed by deleting all of T's clauses. We let Del?Rules K (T) refer to the theories formed by deleting at most K 2 Z + clauses from T. We similarly de ne Add?Rules K (T) (resp., Ord?Rules K (T) and Ord?Antes K (T)) as the set of theories formed by adding at most K new clauses (resp., moving at most K clauses to new positions, and moving each of at most K antecedents to a new position in the same clause). In a slight abuse of notation, we can let K be a function K(jTj) of the size of the initial theory T. N.b., all of our negative results hold for k-Horn theories, where k is a small constant (in each case, bounded by 6). Moreover, we only consider \consistent training samples": that is, in each case, there is a k-Horn theory that can correctly label all of the training queries. That theory, however, is not always within the space of theories being considered. Third, as our Add?Rules (T) and Add?Rules K (T) tasks each involve adding new rules, they clearly resemble the more typical \Inductive Logic Programming" task, which is known to be hard 10, 11] . Our results, however, apply even if we consider only adding in atomic literals, rather than more general clauses. Finally, note that computing each a(T 0 ; q i ) implicitly requires computing T 0 ( q i ), which can be expensive for expressive theories. However, in the results that follow, we will assume that there is an e cient way to compute a(T 0 ; q i ). This is always true when T 0 is a propositional Horn theory and q i is atomic 16], which is our main focus. Otherwise, we can assume another oracle that in constant time returns this a(T 0 ; q i ) value.
Ordering of Rules
This subsection considers the challenge of re-ordering the rules, using the Ord?Rules transformations. First, this task is intractable even in trivial situations: Theorem 2 Each of DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) is NP-complete.
Proof (sketch): The main insight required for the DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) proof is suggested by the T 1 and T 2 theories, shown in Equations 1 and 2: As exactly one of q or r holds in each theory, we can view r as not-q (i.e., r q). Moreover, the assignment to this \literal" (i.e., whether q or r q holds) depends on the order the two q-headed clauses. We can now show NP-hardness by reducing an arbitrary 3sat problem with n literals and m clauses to a theory formed with n such \mini-theories" (each with a copy of the three rules shown in Equation 1, but using q i and q i rather than q and r), as well as m sets of 3 rules, where each rule in the jth set concludes a literal c j given an appropriate assignment for the \base" q i literals. We then de ne the set of m queries, each insisting that one of the c j literals must be entailed. See the appendix for the remaining details.
The proof for DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) is similar, but instead uses T ab from Equation 4 .
Observe that the rst answer returned to the aORb(Z) query depends on the \assignment" to the variable \a" (resp., \b") which depends on the order of the a(0) and a(1) clauses (resp., the order of the b(0) and b(1) clauses). To reduce a 3sat problem, we need only de ne or3 (for disjunction of 3 literals), and add queries that insist that each \clause" c i (X) have, as its rst answer, Yes X =1]. (Again, the details appear in the appendix. ) 2
This theorem means that, unless P = NP, no polynomial-time algorithm can nd an ordering of a list of impure proposition Horn clauses (resp., of a list of pure predicate calculus Horn clauses) that returns the correct answer (resp., returns the correct rst answer) to each of a given set of queries.
We can also restrict the space of possible theories by dealing only with theories formed by applying a limited number of \individual rule moves", where each such individual move will move a single rule to a new location; recall Ord?Rules K (T) is the set of theories formed by applying a sequence of at most K = K(jTj) such individual moves. As a simple example, T 0 ]; and so forth. Approximatability: Many decision problems correspond immediately to optimization problems; for example, the IndSet decision problem Given a graph G = hN; Ei and a positive integer K, is there an independent set of size K | i.e., a subset S N of at least jSj K nodes that are not connected to one another (i.e., such that 8s 1 ; s 2 2 S; hs 1 ; s 2 i 6 2 E) 24 , p194]?
corresponds to the obvious maximization problem:
De nition 2 (MaxIndSet Maximalization Problem) Given a graph G = hN; Ei, nd the largest independent subset of N. We can similarly identify the DP( Ord?Rules ) decision problem with the \MAX( Ord?Rules )" maximization problem: \Find the T 2 Ord?Rules (T) whose accuracy is maximal". Now consider any algorithm B( ) that, given any MAX( Ord?Rules ) instance x = hT; S i with initial theory T and labeled training sample S, computes a syntactically legal, but not necessarily optimal, revision B(hT; S i) 2 Ord?Rules (T). Then B's \performance ratio for the instance x" is de ned as
MaxPerf( B; x ) = MaxPerf Ord?Rules ( B; x ) = A( opt(x) )
A( B(x) ) where opt(x) = opt MAX( Ord?Rules ) (x) is the optimal solution for this instance; i.e., opt(hT; Si) is the theory T opt 2 Ord?Rules (T) with maximal accuracy over S. (This MaxPerf( B; x ) value is arbitrarily large if A( B(x) ) = 0.)
We say a function g( ) \bounds B's performance ratio" i 8 instances x 2 MAX( Ord?Rules ); MaxPerf( B; x ) g(jxj) where jxj is the size of the instance x = hT; S i, which we de ne to be the number of symbols in T plus the number of symbols used in S. Intuitively, this g( ) function indicates how closely the B algorithm comes to returning the best answer for x, over all MAX( Ord?Rules ) instances x. Now let Poly( MAX( Ord?Rules ) ) be the collection of all polynomial-time algorithms that return legal answers to MAX( Ord?Rules ) instances. It is natural to ask for the algorithm in Poly( MAX( Ord?Rules ) ) with the best performance ratio; this would indicate how close we can come to the optimal solution, using only a feasible computational time. For example, if this function was the constant 1(x) 1 for MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) then a polynomial-time algorithm could produce the optimal solution to any MAX( Ord?Rules ) instance; as DP Opt;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) is NP-complete, this would mean P = NP, which is why we do not expect to obtain this result. Or if this bound was some constant function c(x) c 2 < + , then we could e ciently obtain a solution within a factor of c of optimal, which may be good enough for some applications. 7 However, not all problems can be approximated. Following Theorem 4 (from 2]) Unless P = NP, the \MaxIndSet maximization problem" is not PolyApprox | i.e., there is a 2 < + such that no polynomial-time algorithm can produce a solution to arbitrary MaxIndSet problems to within K , where K is the number of nodes in the graph.
We use that result to prove:
Theorem 5 Unless P = NP, neither MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) nor MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) is PolyApprox.
As jxj can get arbitrary large, this result means that these MAX( Ord?Rules ) tasks cannot be approximated by any constant, nor even by any logarithmic factor nor any su ciently small polynomial, etc.
Ordering of Antecedents
As mentioned above, each theory is an ordered list of rules, whose antecedents are also ordered. We can form new theories by re-ordering the antecedents of various rules, and note that these new theories can produce di erent answers to queries, in the impure contexts. We therefore let Ord?Antes (T) be the set of theories obtained by reordering the antecedents in T's rules, and ask the same questions asked above: sample complexity, computational complexity and approximatability. Here, we obtain the same results, mutatis mutandis:
First, note that j Ord?Antes (T)j = Q c2T (#Antes(c))! = O(jTj jTj ), where #Antes(c) 2 Z 0 is the number of antecedents in the clause c. Using Theorem 1, this means we need only a polynomial number of samples.
Addressing the computational complexity of these tasks, we see Proof (sketch): The proof for DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes ) (resp., DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes K )) resembles the proof of Theorem 2 (resp., Theorem 3) but uses the observation that reordering the antecedents of \q :-!, fail." (within the theory h: : : ; q :-!, fail.; q.; : : :i) to form \q :-fail, !." has the e ect of allowing q to be entailed. To deal with DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes K ), replace each \a j (0)." and \a j (1) ." pair with the single clause a j (Y) :-prefer0(Y), prefer1(Y). (5) and also include the four atomic clauses prefer0(0). prefer0(1). prefer1 (1) . prefer1(0). (6) in this order. If we use Equation 5, we see a j (Y) will rst return Yes Y =0]; but we can get Yes Y =1] by simply inverting the order of Equation 5's antecedents. Thus, by reordering the antecedents, we can again arbitrarily set the rst answer to the various subqueries, and thereby determine the rst answer to the top-level query.
2
We can use this same basic \proof-to-proof transformation" to transform the proof of Theorem 5 to show that: Theorem 7 Unless P = NP, neither MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes ) nor MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes ) is PolyApprox.
Adding or Deleting Clauses
This subsection deals with adding or deleting clauses, in the impure contexts of either nding all answers from impure programs, or nding the rst answers from pure programs. We rst state the results known about the standard pure context: for =\Prop" or =\PC-All".
(Notice Theorem 8 considers the pure \PC-All" context, which seeks all answers to each query, rather than the impure \PC1", which seeks only the rst answer.) Each of these pure maximization problems is trivially approximated, at worst within a factor of 2. However, in the impure setting, these tasks are more di cult. To be precise, we rst specify that the Add?Rules operators add rules to the end of the theory. (Otherwise, the predicate calculus tasks remain trivial.)
Theorem 9
For each 2 f Add?Rules ; Del?Rules g, (1) Each of DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( ) is NP-hard, and (2) unless P = NP, neither MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( ) nor MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( ) is PolyApprox.
(Note that DP Perf;Imp;PC1 ( Add?Rules ) is not in NP: Given function symbols, Add?Rules (T)
can contain an unbounded number of possible theories.) Proof (sketch): All three Del?Rules claims follow from some earlier theorem merely by noting that deleting a \a :-!, fail." clause (resp., \a(0).") from a theory that later includes \a." (resp., \a (1) .") causes a to be entailed (resp., a(1) to be found rst). The proofs for the Add?Rules -claims all require di erent tricks, which often require queries that specify that some literal must not be entailed. See the appendix.
2
It is worth noting that all four of our Add?Rules results hold even if we consider only adding atomic clauses; in fact, these added clauses are always ground symbols. This further distinguishes our results from ILP's, where the added clauses can be arbitrary.
To address the sample complexity issue, notice that ln(j Del?Rules j) = jTj, which means a polynomial number of samples is su cient to make the familiar PAC-style guarantees.
Similarly, ln(j Add?Rules j) is polynomial in the size of the theory and the language L, in the propositional case. In the predicate calculus case, however, Add?Rules can potentially be arbitrarily large, meaning the above analysis does not apply. (Note, however, that our :PA = \Not poly approx" : Trivial to nd best, as reordering has no e ect. y : Trivial when queries are atomic. If queries are \disjunctions", task is NP-hard 28] . z : \ 2" means \Can be approximated to within factor of 2"
(Hardness/non-approximatability of \impure PC-All/PC-1 tasks" follows immediately from hardness/nonapproximatability of the simpler impure Propositional tasks.) Table 2 : Summary of Computational Complexity/Approximatability Results negative results that deal with the computational hardness of these tasks all involve simpler additions, and hold in \function-free" theories.)
It is easy to show that these same claims also apply to the tasks of adding or deleting antecedents: In the pure context, it is trivial to determine whether one can form a perfect theory by adding or deleting antecedent in the propositional case, but these tasks become NP-hard in the impure case. In terms of nding the optimal theory in space of adding (resp., deleting) antecedents: This task is (NP-hard but) easily approximatable in pure contexts, but is not PolyApprox in impure contexts. (These proofs are isomorphic to the ones appearing in the appendix.)
Contributions
Most theory revision systems deal with a particular set of theory-modi cation techniques (adding or deleting either a rule or an antecedent) that implicitly assumes the underlying theory is pure and the user is seeking all answers 44, 38, 40] . Many reasoning contexts, however, violate these assumptions: theories are often impure, and many users seek only a subset of the answers. This paper presents two additional types of modi cations that are meaningful for these \impure contexts" | viz., re-ordering rules and re-ordering antecedents | and describes the complexities inherent in using them. In particular, it shows rst that a polynomial number of training samples are su cient to acquire the information needed to determine which transformation sequence is best. Unfortunately, however, the task of using this information to produce an optimal, or even near optimal, ordering of the rules (resp., ordering of the antecedents) is hopelessly intractable: no e cient algorithm can produce even a good approximation to the optimum. This resonates with earlier analyses of the theory revision task, and justi es the standard approach of hill-climbing to a locally-optimal theory. Finally, we also illustrate the additional complexities inherent in learning \impure" theories (beyond the problems of learning pure ones), by showing that the task of adding (resp., deleting) rules, which is trivially approximated in the pure context, is not approximatable in this setting. These results are summarized in Table 2 .
A Proofs
This appendix explicitly proves that each NP-complete task is NP-hard; in each case, it is trivial to see that the problem is in NP. Theorem 2 Each of DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) is NP-complete.
Proof: We reduce the canonical NP-complete task 3sat to our problems:
De nition 4 (3sat Decision Problem, from 24, p259]:) Given a set U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g of variables and formula ' = fc 1 ; : : : ; c m g (a conjunction of clauses over U) such that each clause c 2 ' is a disjunction of 3 (positive or negative) literals, is there a satisfying truth assignment for '?
We rst deal with DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ): Given any 3sat formula ' = fc 1 ; c 2 ; ; c m g over the variables U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g, use the following 3n + 3m-clause theory T ( We need only show that there is a theory T opt 2 Ord?Rules T (Prop) ' ] whose accuracy is A( T opt ) = 1 i there is a satisfying assignment of '. This is straightforward: The only re-orderings that matter concern the relative positions of the \u i :-!, fail." and \u i ." clauses. In the order shown in Equation 7, the theory entails u i but not u i ; if reversed, then it entails u i but not u i . In either case, it entails exactly one of fu i ; u i g, and so corresponds immediately to a legal assignment. Notice further that the resulting theory entails each c j i the associated assignment satis es c j , which means ' has a satisfying assignment i there is an ordering which answers Yes to each c j , which means the ordering is perfect.
The proof for DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ), in essence, replaces each u i in T (Prop) ' with u i (1) , and each u i with u i (0): Here, to simplify the description, we use the Monotone3sat problem, which is the NP-complete specialization of 3sat in which each clause includes either only positive literals, or only negative literals 24, p259]. Let P be the subset of clauses whose elements are of the form c j = fu j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g and N be the subset whose elements are of the form c j = f u j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g. Then for u i 2 U c j (X) :-u j1 (V1), u j2 (V2), u j3 (V3), for c j = fu j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 P or3(V1, V2, V3, X). c j (X) :-u j1 (V1), u j2 (V2), u j3 (V3), for c j = f u j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 N nand3(V1, V2, V3, X). or3(0,0,0,0). or3(0,0,1,1). or3(0,1,0,1). or3(0,1,1,1). or3(1,0,0,1).
or3(1,0,1,1). or3(1,1,0,1). or3 (1,1,1,1 ). nand3(0,0,0,1). nand3(0,0,1,1). nand3(0,1,0,1). nand3(0,1,1,1). nand3(1,0,0,1). nand3(1,0,1,1). nand3 (1,1,0,1). nand3(1,1,1,0 (where each u i (0) appears before the corresponding u i (1)) and let S (PC) ' be the m query/answer pairs: S (PC) ' = n hc j (X); Yes X =1]i for c j 2 ' o The or3 predicate \returns" the disjunction of its rst three arguments, viewing 1 as true and 0 as false, and the nand3 predicate \returns" the disjunction of the negation of its rst three arguments.
Clearly there is a satisfying assignment of ' i there is a theory T opt 2 Ord?Rules T (PC) ' ], with a particular ordering of the u i (0) and u i (1) clauses, whose accuracy is A( T opt ) = 1.
(Theorem 2)
Theorem 3 For some K(T) = ( p jTj), each of DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules K ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules K ) is NP-complete.
Proof: These proofs use the NP-complete problem De nition 5 (x3c Exact Cover by 3-Sets], from GJ79, p221]) Given a set X with jXj = 3k elements and a collection C of 3-element subsets of X, does C contain an exact cover for X; i.e., a subcollection C 0 C such that every element of X occurs in exactly one member of C 0 ?
To deal with DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules Our task is to re-order at most k clauses, to obtain a perfect theory. By inspection, we need only consider the relative ordering of the \c j :-!, fail." and \c j ." clauses. If there is an exact covering, say fc 1 ; : : : ; c k g, then we can form a perfect theory by reordering the clauses for the corresponding c j s; and vice versa.
Notice also that jT (Prop) XC j = P x i 2X 3 3+4jCj 9 3k +4 (jXj 2 =2) = 27k +18k 2 = O(k 2 ), which means K(T) = k = ( q jTj) is su cient.
To handle DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules K ), we use the following theory, T (PC)
. when x i 2 c ij for each j c j (0). c j (1) . ) for c j 2 C or2(0, 0, 0). or2(0, 1, 1). or2(1, 0, 1). or2(1, 1, 1). 9 > > > > = > > > > ; and S (Prop) ' = n hx (`i) i (Y ); Yes Y =1]i for x i 2 X o and K = k. To explain the notation: Each x i element is a member of the`i jCj sets c i1 ; c i2 ; : : : ; c i`i 2 C; hence, there are`i clauses associated with x i , headed by x (1) i , . . . , x (`i) i . (The x (1) i -headed clause is the degenerate \x (1) i (Z 1 ) :-c i1 (Z 1 ).".) The or2 predicate \returns" the disjunction of its rst two arguments.
Hence, the rst answer returned to the x (`i) i (Y) query will be Y =1 only if, for at least one of the associated classes, say \c i ", the \c i (Y )" subquery returns Y =1, which happens only if the \c i (1) ." atomic clause is moved before \c i (0).". Hence, once again, we can nd a perfect theory i we can re-order exactly K = k of the \c j (0)." and \c j (1 for n j 2 N bad :-n i 1 , n i 2 .
for e i = hn i 1 ; n i 2 i 2 E 9 > > > = > > > ; and S (Prop) G = fhgood j ; Yesi for j = 1::N g To derive any good j literal, the bad subquery must fail, which means, for each e i = hn i 1 ; n i 2 i, at least one of n i 1 or n i 2 must not be derivable. This can only happen if we exchange the order of the (say) \n i 1 " and \n i 1 :-!, fail" clauses.
For notation, let R represent the set of n j literals that are not switched; notice here that good j is entailed. As R can contain at most one node from each edge, it is an independent set. Now observe that the good j query can only contribute its 1 jNj to the program's accuracy score if the n j literal is derivable, that is, if it has not been switched; i.e., if it is a member of R. Hence, the score for this program is jRj jNj .
Now suppose, for every 2 < + , there is a polynomial-time algorithm B ( ) such that, for any theory T and query-set S, B (T) returns a theory T 2 Ord?Rules (T) whose accuracy is within a factor of jhT; Sij of the accuracy of the optimal opt(T) 2 Ord?Rules (T); i.e., such that A( opt(T) ) A(B (T)) jhT; Sij . We could then use these algorithms to nd approximately optimal solutions to any MaxIndSet problem, as follows:
Given any MaxIndSet problem G = hN; Ei (with jNj 9), use the above transformation to form the T (Prop) G theory and S (Prop) G queries. Let R 2 Z + be the optimal solution to G (i.e., the maximal number of independent nodes); this corresponds to the optimal solution for hT (Prop) G ; S (Prop) G i, call it T G;opt , whose accuracy is A( T G;opt ) = R K . Now use the B =3 algorithm to produce a theory T G; =3 whose accuracy A( T G; =3 ) = R =3 K satis es the performance ratio A(T G;opt ) A(T G; =3 ) = R K = R =3 K = R R =3 jhT G ; S (Prop) G ij =3 (15jNj + 6jEj + 2jNj) =3 . Notice this corresponds to a feasible MaxIndSet solution to G with R =3 nodes. As jEj jNj 2 and jNj 9, (17jNj + 6jEj) =3 (jNj 3 ) =3 = jNj , meaning we have produced a solution (to G) with a performance ratio of under jNj in polynomial time. As this can be arbitrarily small, this contradicts Theorem 4, assuming P 6 = NP.
The proof for MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) resembles the above proof, but is more cum-bersome: Here, given any graph G = hN; Ei, form the 3jNj + jEj + 8-clause theory T (PC) G : 8 > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > < > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > : n j (1) . n j (0). good j (OK, IO) :-bad jEj ( OK ), n j (IO). 9 > = > ; for n j 2 N bad i (OK) :-n i 1 (IO a ), n i 2 (IO b ), and2(IO a , IO b , OK i ), bad i?1 ( OK i?1 ), or2(OK i , OK i?1 , OK ).
) for hn i 1 ; n i 2 i 2 E and2( 1, 1, 1 ). or2 ( 1, 1, 1 ). and2( 0, 1, 0 ). or2( 0, 1, 1 ). and2( 1, 0, 0 ). or2( 1, 0, 1 ). and2( 0, 0, 0 ). or2( 0, 0, 0 ). The K = jNj queries are f hgood j (OK, IO); Yes OK =0; IO =1]i for each n j 2 N g By inspection, the only rule-reordering that can a ect accuracy is moving a \n j (0)" clause relative to the corresponding \n j (1)" clause. Let R include n j for each n j (1) clause that remains before the corresponding n j (0). To derive the proper binding for each good j (OK, IO) query, the rst answer to the bad jEj (OK) query must be Yes OK =0]. Using a simple inductive argument, this requires, for each e i = hn i 1 ; n i 2 i, that either the rst binding to IO a returned for n i 1 (IO a ) be Yes IO a =0], or the rst binding to IO b returned for n i 2 (IO b ) be Yes IO b =0]. This means that at least one of n i 1 (0) or n i 2 (0) must be ordered before the corresponding n i 1 (1) (resp., n i 2 (1)) clause. Hence, the set R can contain at most one node of each arc, meaning it is an independent set.
The IO variable of the good j (OK, IO) query will only be bound correctly to IO =1 if the corresponding n j (1) literal appears before n j (0); i.e., if n j 2 R. Hence, a program can have an accuracy score of jRj K if R corresponds to an independent set in G, and an accuracy score of 0 otherwise.
(The rest of this proof is essentially identical to the one above.) 2 (Theorem 5) Theorem 6 Each of DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes ), DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes ), DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes K ) and DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes K ) is NP-complete.
Proof: The proof for DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes ) is essentially the same as the proof for DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules ) (Theorem 2), using the observation that reordering the antecedents of \u :-!, fail." to form \u :-fail, !." has the e ect of allowing u to be entailed. The proof for DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Antes K ) is similarly related to the proof for DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Ord?Rules K ) (Theorem 3), as changing \c j :-!, fail." to \c j :-fail, !." causes c j to be entailed. For DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes ), replace each of (Theorem 2) T (PC) ' 's \u j (0)." and \u j (1) ." pair of clauses with the single clause \u j (Y) :-prefer0(Y), prefer1(Y).", and also include the four atomic \preferi(j)" clauses shown in Equation 6 . Notice the rst answer returned to the (sub)query \u j (Y)" is Y =0, when using the initial \u j (Y) :-prefer0(Y), prefer1(Y)." clause, but if we re-order the clause's antecedents to \u j (Y) :-prefer1(Y), prefer0(Y).", we get Y =1. The rest of the proof is identical to the proof that DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Rules ) is NP-hard in Theorem 2. The proof for DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes K ) follows from the proof of Theorem 3, using this same trick of replacing each pair fc j (0).; c j (1) .g with the single clause \c j (Y) :-prefer0(Y), prefer1(Y)." and by including the four atomic clauses in Equation 6 . As above, we can reorder the \prefer0" and \prefer1" literals of the \c j (Y) :-prefer0(Y), prefer1(Y)." clauses to get di erent answers to the \c j (Y)" subquery; etc. (Notice we have inverted the order of the \n j :-!, fail." and \n j ." clauses.) Now observe that the only rules whose antecedent-order matters are the \n j :-!, fail." rules. Here, by reordering those antecedents, we obtain the same e ect as re-ordering this rule and the atomic n j . (I.e., here we re-use the same \theorem to theorem transformation" applied above to transform the proof of Theorem 2 to apply to Theorem 6.)
To show that \MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( Ord?Antes ) is not PolyApprox", modify the T (PC) G from Theorem 5 by replacing each \n j (1) ." and \n j (0)." pair of rules with \n j (X) :-prefer1(X), prefer0(X).", and adding the four atomic clauses in Equation 6 . Now just replay the same proof of Theorem 5, replacing the \move n j (1) before n j (0)" with \reorder the antecedents of \n j (X) :-prefer1(X), prefer0(X).".
Notice also that, due to the ordering of the and2(...) and or2(...) atomic clauses in the database, re-arranging the order of the antecedents of the bad i rules can only be detrimental: The only ordering that can lead to a di erent answer involve moving either the and2 or or2 literal to before some other literals. Consider rst moving the or2 literal forward, and notice that the only change this can produce is a binding that includes OK = 1, rather than OK = 0 (e.g., or2(OK i , 0, OK) returns Yes fOK i =1; OK =1g], etc.); this is su cient to insure that bad jEj (OK) returns OK = 1, which again means the resulting theory will have an accuracy of 0. Similarly moving and2(IO a , IO b , OK i ) to the rst position will return Yes fIO a =1; IO b =1; OK i =1g], which means the resulting theory will have 0 accuracy. If we move this literal to after the \ n i 1 (IO a )" antecedent, there are two cases to consider: If IO a is bound to 1, then the and2(1, IO b , OK i ) will match and2(1, 1, 1) and so bind OK i to 1, leading to the case mentioned above. Alternatively, if IO a is bound to 0, then this will bind OK i to 0, which is the appropriate answer here (as here we know that one of the antecedents has the 0 value).
(Theorem 7) Theorem 9
Proof: We rst deal with the Del?Rules claims, each of which is a simple extension of an earlier theorem. To show that DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Del?Rules ) (resp., DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Del?Rules )) is NP-hard, just use the T (Prop) ' (resp., T (PC) ' ) theory from Theorem 2, and note that deleting the \u i :-!, fail." clause causes u i to be entailed, and so has the same e ect as moving \u i :-!, fail." to after \u i ." (resp., deleting u i (0) means u i (1) will be rst answer found, etc.) We can use the same idea to convert the proof of Theorem 5 to show the non-approximatability of MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( Del?Rules ), as here deleting \n j :-!, fail." from T (Prop) G produces a theory that entails n j . For MAX Opt;Pur;PC1 ( Del?Rules ), use the T (PC) G theory shown in Theorem 5, and notice that deleting any \n j (1) ." has the same e ect as moving this n j (1) to after n j (0).
We use the Monotone3sat problem, mentioned in Theorem 2 above, to prove that DP Perf;Imp;Prop ( Add?Rules ) is NP-hard. Given any monotone 3CNF formula , with positive clauses P and with negative clauses N, let T = ( c j :-not(u j1 ), not(u j2 ), not(u j3 ). for c j = fu j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 P c j :-u j1 , u j2 , u j3 . for c j = f u j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 N ) and S = n h c j ; Noi for c j 2 o We need only show that there is a set of additions leading to a perfect theory i has a satisfying assignment. Let f : U 7 ! f0; 1g be an assignment satisfying , and let T 0 be a theory formed from T by adding u i i f(u i ) = 1. Notice T 0 is perfect: For each c j = fu j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 P, T 0 includes a u ji , which means the associated not(u ji ) fails, and so T 0 will not entail c j . Similarly, for each c j = f u j1 ; u j2 ; u j3 g 2 N, T 0 does not entail some u ji , which again means T 0 will not entail c j . As no other addition is useful (in particular, adding c j is counterproductive), nding a perfect T 0 in Add?Rules (T ) means there is a satisfying assignment, formed by setting f(u i ) = 1 i T 0 includes u i . To deal with DP Perf;Pur;PC1 ( Add?Rules ): Change Theorem 2's T (PC) ' theory by replacing each \u i (0)." atomic clause with \u i (0) :-notU i .". Now notice the only additions, to the end of the theory, that can change the rst answer returned to any c j (X) query will be atomic clauses of the form notU i . This will cause u i (0) to be the ( rst) answer to the u i (Z) subquery, etc. For MAX Opt;Imp;Prop ( Add?Rules ), we again use the reduction from MaxIndSet: Let T (Prop) AR = 8 > < > : n j :-b. n j :-m j . ) for n j 2 N b :-not(m i 1 ), not(m i 2 ). for e i = hn i 1 ; n i 2 i 2 E 9 > = > ; and S (Prop) AR = f h n i ; Noi for n i 2 N g Notice the accuracy of the initial T (Prop) AR is A( T (Prop) AR ) = 0, as T (Prop) AR entails b, and therefore T (Prop) AR ( n j ) = Yes. The only way to prevent this is by adding in some m i clauses | in fact, the revision system needs to add at least one of fm i 1 ; m i 2 g for each e i = hn i 1 ; n i 2 i 2 E. We can therefore view m i as meaning the node n i 2 N is not selected in the independent set;
and so not(m i ) holds if the node n i is included. In general, let R be the set of m i s that a revision process does not add in (which means the corresponding n i is in the proposed independent set). By the arguments above, the resulting theory will have an accuracy score of jRj jNj if R corresponds to an independent set, and 0 otherwise. The rest of this proof follows the arguments used in Theorem 5.
( and2( 1, 1, 1 ). or2( 1, 1, 1 ). and2( 0, 1, 0 ). or2( 0, 1, 1 ). and2( 1, 0, 0 ). or2( 1, 0, 1 ). and2( 0, 0, 0 ). or2( 0, 0, 0 ). where the body of the b 1 (Z) clause only includes the rst 3 literals: b 1 (Z) :-m 1a (X a ), m 1b (X b ), and2( X a , X b , Z) : The queries here are S (PC) AR = f hn i (X); Yes X =0]i for n i 2 N g As in the previous proof, the initial theory (here T (PC) AR ) has an accuracy score of 0, as m i (0) is not entailed and the rst answer to each n i (X) is Yes X =1], as b jEj (Z) returns Yes Z =1] as each m i (X) returns Yes X =1]. One way to prevent this is to change the theory so that some m i (X)s instead return Yes X =0], which we can do by adding the corresponding
